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I am so humbled to have the opportunity to serve you as the president of the ASHRAE Hawaii 

Chapter for 2018-19 Society Year. Truly, it is an honor, and I am very grateful to all of our mem-

bers for entrusting me with the great responsibilities associated with this noble position. I will 

do my outmost to live up to your trust and confidence by discharging my responsibilities in the 

best possible manner.   

We had our Installation of Officers Banquet on June 14, 2018 at the Plaza Club. The meeting was well a2ended, with 

approximately 75 people present, approximately 30% of our total members. ASHRAE Region X DRC, Ms. Marites Ca-

lad, installed the officers and BOGs. Certificates and awards were provided to the outgoing officers and BOGs for their 

outstanding performance in 2017-18 SY. Everyone had a wonderful time and enjoyed the sumptuous food and a “Just-

Like-Vegas” event afterwards.       

A big Mahalo to our outgoing president Mr. Kevin Luoma. Mr. Luoma did a wonderful job as president last year and 

left a big pair of shoes for me to fill in. Se2ing up a scholarship fund with the ASHRAE foundation, whose proceeds 

will financially benefit local students pursuing an engineering degree with emphasis on HVAC, was one of the im-

portant hallmarks of his presidency. We are hoping to continue on that awesome tradition of giving back to our won-

derful community.  

We had our first BOG meeting on July 19, 2018 at Murphy’s Tavern. Officers and commi2ee chairs shared their plans 

on the things they would like to accomplish in 2018-19 SY. One of the main discussions at the BOG meeting was relat-

ed to the “Hawaii Chapter Kokua Scholarship” that was founded last year with ASHRAE foundation. BOGs, officers, 

and commi2ee chairs were enthusiastic about the scholarship fund and would like to contribute maximum amount 

possible to that fund each year in order to be able to provide scholarships to the local students.           

We also a2ended ASHRAE Region X CRC at Fresno, California, on August 15-18, 

2018. The conference was a great opportunity for us to express our opinion on how 

ASHRAE should operate, and we got the opportunity to nominate regional and soci-

ety level leadership. The Conference also had a lot of leadership training events and 

workshops to equip us with tools and knowledge to run our chapter efficiently. We 

immensely benefi2ed from those leadership training events and workshops. 

At the end, we encourage everyone to volunteer and participate in all of our chapter 

events this year and make our ASHRAE Hawaii Chapter one of the most active chap-

ters in the region.          

Mahalo Nui Loa!   

Mofazzal Mir, P.E.  

2018-2019 ASHRAE Hawaii Chapter President 
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September Chapter Meeting 

Date: Thursday, September 13, 2018 

Location: The Plaza Club, 900 Fort St. Mall, 20th Floor (www.theplazaclub.com) 

Registration: Starts at 5:30 pm.  

Technical Session: 6:15 pm 

Dinner: 7:00 pm 

Main Program: 7:30 pm 

Adjournment: 9:00 pm 

Cost: $45 per ASHRAE member; $50 per guest; $55 at the door. 

Payment by credit card: h2ps://ashraehawaiichapter.info. Otherwise, make check payable to ASHRAE Hawaii Chap-

ter. Contact Justin Choriki at jhchoriki@burnsmcd.com for additional info.  

Next meeting: Thursday, October 11, 2018 

Technical Session 

“Outdoor Airflow Control Improves Buildings” by Jim Riendeau 

This seminar will cover the topic of airflow and water flow measurement, including the following: 

• Enhanced Demand Control Ventilation 

• Outside Air / Building Pressurization Control 

• Air Flow Measurement Technology Comparison 

• Water / Natural Gas Sub Metering Solutions 

About the Speaker 

Jim has a Master’s Degree in Mechanical Engineering with over 30 years of HVAC experience in 

roles ranging from Vice President of ESC / EBTRON, Regional Sales Manager for York & 

McQuay to Strategic & National Account Manager for York and Trane. Jim’s role as a Vice Presi-

dent for ESC is to educate the HVAC market on how airflow monitors improve building control, 

aid in meeting green building programs like LEED, and prove compliance to building codes and 

ASHRAE standards.  
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Main Presentation  

“Understanding the Needs, Expectations and Lifestyles of Future Buyers 

and Building Operators” by Derrick Sonoda 

Derrick is the current President of the Hawaii Chapter of IFMA and was one of the members to 

launch UH West Oahu’s four-year Facility College degree program.  He currently heads the facili-

ties department at Howard Hughes’ Anaha, an Ultra Luxury Condominium designed to achieve 

LEED Platinum while operating like a 5-Star Hotel and being a steward of Hawaiian sustainabil-

ity endeavors.   

Derrick has been a long-time advocate for energy efficiency from his time with Hawaiian Elec-

tric’s DSM program, and he later helped create Hawaii Energy, which was managed by Leidos 

Engineering. He was an officer for Servco Pacific in Sales 

distribution and helped launch Lexus Hawaii. Derrick cre-

ated Hawaiian Electric’s ENERGY STAR program and launched Hawaii Ener-

gy’s Transformational Program serving five islands. His multi-discipline back-

ground allowed him to become a natural “Energy Translator,” bridging or re-

framing different dialogs into business financial metrics, and facilitated the 

training of many island Sales professionals to do the same.  

Derrick is also passionate about volunteering in his community. He has volun-

teered as a robotics mentor for years. Additionally, he helps native Hawaiians 

with financial literacy to become Homesteaders, while supporting local sustain-

ability organizations around the island, like Kanu Hawaii, Kupu Hawaii and 

Blue Planet. Derrick tries his best to implement everything he has promoted in 

his long professional career at Anaha, where he continues to teach by insisting 

his team use proper technical terminology and ask questions to build their un-

derstanding of all tasks performed.  By using social marketing sustainable be-

havior strategies, he strives to encourage Anaha’s occupants to achieve energy 

reduction goals.  

Today’s affluent home buyers look for the “wow” factor: prestige, open floor plans, fancy 

touch-screen controls, lavish bathrooms, exotic fixtures, LED lighting, fiber optic network, 

appliances from Europe, motorized window coverings, smart phone controls—they want the 

best of the best! They also want the labels of being “sustainable, energy efficient, green, etc.,” 

which future generations will come to consider as “standard features.”   

Welcome to Howard Hughes’ ultra-luxury high-rise condominium designed to achieve LEED 

Platinum, to operate like a 5-star hotel, park your Bentley, while the front desk checks-in your 

nannies, housekeepers, personal assistant, and your guests can valet their cars to swim in the 

glass bo2om pool or play on the beach volleyball court on the 7th floor. But who designs this 

desired home of the wealthy? Who engineers, builds, manages, operates, maintains, services, 

and fixes it? How do we know it’s working and quickly address issues to mitigate owner complaints? (Because suc-

cessful people are smart, want what they want and will pay for it as long as it’s NOW!)  Come and hear about the first 

year of operating Anaha - where it all came together and how the HVAC system is at the center. 

About the Speaker 
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2018-2019 Chapter Programs Calendar 

  Speaker Topic 

September 13, 2018 

Do’s and Don’ts Jim Riendeau Outdoor Airflow Control Improves Buildings 

Main Presentation Derrick Sonoda Understanding the Needs, Expectations and Lifestyles of 

Future Buyers and Building Operators 

October 11, 2018—Research Promotion Night! 

Do’s and Don’ts     

Main Presentation     

November 8, 2018—Membership Promotion Night! 

Do’s and Don’ts     

Main Presentation     

December 7, 2018 

Christmas Party & Past Presidentsʹ Night @ Honolulu Country Club 

January 10, 2019 

Do’s and Don’ts     

Main Presentation     

February 14, 2019 

Do’s and Don’ts     

Main Presentation     

March 14, 2019 

Do’s and Don’ts     

Main Presentation     

April 11, 2019 

Do’s and Don’ts     

Main Presentation     

May 3, 2019 

Golf Tournament @ Pearl Country Club 

May 9, 2019—Student Activities Night! 

Do’s and Don’ts     

Main Presentation     
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Officers   Board of Governors   

Mofazzal Mir, P.E. President Kevin Luoma, P.E.   

Willie Diguc, P.E. President-Elect Donna Kishi   

Samantha Nakamura, P.E. Vice President Paul Sco2   

Ma2 Tio Secretary Sco2 LaBeau   

David LebowiX Treasurer     

Commi2ee Chairpersons       

Justin Choriki A2endance & Reception Tony Rasabout, P.E. Student Activities 

Manochehr Khan Energy Awards Josh Jackson Technical Seminar &  

Product Show 

Tyson Quisano Technology Awards Willie Diguc, P.E. Technology Transfer 

R.J. Ri2er Grassroots Government  

Activities Chair (GGAC) 

David LebowiX Webmaster 

Kevin Luoma, P.E. Historian Kalani Castro Chapter Electronic  

Communications 

William Lee, P.E. Membership Promotion Jack Mullen Young Engineers of ASHRAE 

(YEA) 

Samantha Nakamura, P.E. Newsle2er Editor Charles Chaloeicheep, P.E. Sustainable Activities 

Diamond Pedro & 
Kelsey Koshi 

Chapter Programs Donna Kishi, William Lee, 

Kevin Luoma 

Nominating Commi2ee 

Jeanessa Slaughter Refrigeration Donna Kishi, William Lee, 

Kevin Luoma 

Events & 50th Anniversary 

Celebration Commi2ee 

Joshua McDonough & 
Dan Mestas 

Research Promotion     

Chapter Officers 

MOFAZZAL MIR, P.E. 

INSYNERGY ENGINEERING 
WILLIE DIGUC, P.E. 

OAHU AC 
SAMANTHA NAKAMURA, P.E. 

WSP USA 
MATT TIO 

DMG HAWAII 
DAVID LEBOWITZ 

OAHU AC 
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Chapter BOG and Committee Chairpersons 

WILLIAM LEE, P.E. 

COFFMAN ENGINEERS 

KELSEY KOSHI 

ACS SUPPLY CORP. 
JEANESSA SLAUGHTER 

AIR CENTRAL 
JOSHUA MCDONOUGH 

WSP USA 
TONY RASABOUT, P.E. 

COFFMAN ENGINEERS 
JOSH JACKSON 

AIR TREATMENT CORP. 

KALANI CASTRO 

COFFMAN ENGINEERS 
JACK MULLEN 

TRANE 
CHARLES CHALOEICHEEP, P.E. 

WSP USA 

JUSTIN CHORIKI 

BURNS & MCDONNELL 

MANOCHEHR KHAN 

ALLANA BUICK & BERS 
TYSON QUISANO 

AIR TREATMENT CORP. 
R.J. RITTER 

TRANE 

KEVIN LUOMA 

WSP USA 
DONNA KISHI 

NORMAN S. WRIGHT 
PAUL SCOTT 

ENGINEERED SYSTEMS 
SCOTT LABEAU 

DMG HAWAII 

DIAMOND PEDRO 

ACS SUPPLY CORP. 
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Research Promotion  

Dear Hawaii Chapter Members,  

As always, we would like to extend our sincerest thank you for your support of ASHRAE Research last year.  It’s be-

cause of your support that we could fund more than $14 million dollars’ worth of research.  More than 80 research pro-

jects world-wide received support from ASHRAE because of your investment.   

We’ve just begun the 2018-2019 Campaign, and we hope to once again count on your support of ASHRAE Research 

this year. 

If you are like us, you may be questioning why we should donate to ASHRAE Research if the Hawaii Chapter has not 

directly received research funding in the past. If you share this feeling, I invite you to peruse the following pages from 

Chapter 18 of the ASHRAE Handbook. Since its beginnings in 1919, ASHRAE Research has grown and expanded to 

address the ever-changing questions and topics facing both its members and the HVAC&R Industry and the world. 

The ASHRAE Handbooks are constantly evolving to address these new challenges, fueled by the knowledge and prin-

cipals developed through ASHRAE Research. What would the ASHRAE Handbook look like without your support of 

ASHRAE Research? Have a look and imagine a world without this guidance from ASRHAE over the past 90 years.  

For your convenience, we’ve included a donation form. Please take the time to fill it out and send it to the address pro-

vided. You may also make your investment online at www.ashrae.org/contribute.  Your contribution will automatical-

ly go toward helping the Hawaii Chapter reach our RP goal of $22,000 for the 2018-2019 society year. 

Again, thank you for your continued support of these vital projects – it’s greatly appreciated. 

 

Joshua McDonough, WSP 

Dan Mestas, Bank of Hawaii 

2018-2019 RP Chairs 

By Joshua McDonough and Dan Mestas 

 

Follow us on Facebook @ASHRAEHawaii 

Visit https://www.facebook.com/ASHRAEHawaii/ for the latest updates on 

monthly meetings, event photos, and more! Please contact Kalani Castro and 

David Lebowitz for more information. 
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CHAPTER 18

NONRESIDENTIAL COOLING AND HEATING 
LOAD CALCULATIONS

Cooling Load Calculation Principles ......................................  18.1
Internal Heat Gains .................................................................  18.3
Infiltration and Moisture Migration 

Heat Gains .......................................................................  18.12
Fenestration Heat Gain..........................................................  18.14
Heat Balance Method ............................................................  18.14

Radiant Time Series (RTS) Method ........................................  18.20
Heating Load Calculations ....................................................  18.28
System Heating and Cooling Load Effects .............................  18.32
Example Cooling and Heating Load Calculations ................  18.35
Previous Cooling Load Calculation Methods ........................  18.49
Building Example Drawings ..................................................  18.52

EATING and cooling load calculations are the primary designHbasis for most heating and air-conditioning systems and com-
ponents. These calculations affect the size of piping, ductwork, dif-
fusers, air handlers, boilers, chillers, coils, compressors, fans, and
every other component of systems that condition indoor environ-
ments. Cooling and heating load calculations can significantly affect
first cost of building construction, comfort and productivity of occu-
pants, and operating cost and energy consumption.

Simply put, heating and cooling loads are the rates of energy
input (heating) or removal (cooling) required to maintain an indoor
environment at a desired temperature and humidity condition. Heat-
ing and air conditioning systems are designed, sized, and controlled
to accomplish that energy transfer. The amount of heating or cooling
required at any particular time varies widely, depending on external
(e.g., outdoor temperature) and internal (e.g., number of people
occupying a space) factors.

Peak design heating and cooling load calculations, which are this
chapter’s focus, seek to determine the maximum rate of heating and
cooling energy transfer needed at any point in time. Similar princi-
ples, but with different assumptions, data, and application, can be
used to estimate building energy consumption, as described in Chap-
ter 19.

This chapter discusses common elements of cooling load calcu-
lation (e.g., internal heat gain, ventilation and infiltration, moisture
migration, fenestration heat gain) and two methods of heating and
cooling load estimation: heat balance (HB) and radiant time series
(RTS).

COOLING LOAD CALCULATION 
PRINCIPLES

Cooling loads result from many conduction, convection, and radi-
ation heat transfer processes through the building envelope and from
internal sources and system components. Building components or
contents that may affect cooling loads include the following:

• External: Walls, roofs, windows, skylights, doors, partitions, ceil-
ings, and floors

• Internal: Lights, people, appliances, and equipment
• Infiltration: Air leakage and moisture migration
• System: Outdoor air, duct leakage and heat gain, reheat, fan and

pump energy, and energy recovery

TERMINOLOGY

The variables affecting cooling load calculations are numerous,
often difficult to define precisely, and always intricately interrelated.

Many cooling load components vary widely in magnitude, and pos-
sibly direction, during a 24 h period. Because these cyclic changes in
load components often are not in phase with each other, each compo-
nent must be analyzed to establish the maximum cooling load for a
building or zone. A zoned system (i.e., one serving several indepen-
dent areas, each with its own temperature control) needs to provide no
greater total cooling load capacity than the largest hourly sum of
simultaneous zone loads throughout a design day; however, it must
handle the peak cooling load for each zone at its individual peak hour.
At some times of day during heating or intermediate seasons, some
zones may require heating while others require cooling. The zones’
ventilation, humidification, or dehumidification needs must also be
considered.

Heat Flow Rates
In air-conditioning design, the following four related heat flow

rates, each of which varies with time, must be differentiated.
Space Heat Gain. This instantaneous rate of heat gain is the rate

at which heat enters into and/or is generated within a space. Heat gain
is classified by its mode of entry into the space and whether it is sen-
sible or latent. Entry modes include (1) solar radiation through trans-
parent surfaces; (2) heat conduction through exterior walls and roofs;
(3) heat conduction through ceilings, floors, and interior partitions;
(4) heat generated in the space by occupants, lights, and appliances;
(5) energy transfer through direct-with-space ventilation and infiltra-
tion of outdoor air; and (6) miscellaneous heat gains. Sensible heat is
added directly to the conditioned space by conduction, convection,
and/or radiation. Latent heat gain occurs when moisture is added to
the space (e.g., from vapor emitted by occupants and equipment). To
maintain a constant humidity ratio, water vapor must condense on the
cooling apparatus and be removed at the same rate it is added to the
space. The amount of energy required to offset latent heat gain essen-
tially equals the product of the condensation rate and latent heat of
condensation. In selecting cooling equipment, distinguish between
sensible and latent heat gain: every cooling apparatus has different
maximum removal capacities for sensible versus latent heat for par-
ticular operating conditions. In extremely dry climates, humidifica-
tion may be required, rather than dehumidification, to maintain
thermal comfort.

Radiant Heat Gain. Radiant energy must first be absorbed by sur-
faces that enclose the space (walls, floor, and ceiling) and objects in
the space (furniture, etc.). When these surfaces and objects become
warmer than the surrounding air, some of their heat transfers to the air
by convection. The composite heat storage capacity of these surfaces
and objects determines the rate at which their respective surface
temperatures increase for a given radiant input, and thus governs the
relationship between the radiant portion of heat gain and its corre-
sponding part of the space cooling load (Figure 1). The thermal stor-
age effect is critical in differentiating between instantaneous heat
gain for a given space and its cooling load at that moment. Predicting

The preparation of this chapter is assigned to TC 4.1, Load Calculation Data
and Procedures.
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Nonresidential Cooling and Heating Load Calculations 18.5

Although design data presented in Table 3 and Figure 3 can be
used for a vented luminaire with side-slot returns, they are likely not
applicable for a vented luminaire with lamp compartment returns,
because in the latter case, all heat convected in the vented luminaire
is likely to go directly to the ceiling plenum, resulting in zero con-
vective fraction and a much lower space fraction. Therefore, the
design data should only be used for a configuration where condi-
tioned air is returned through the ceiling grille or luminaire side
slots.

For other luminaire types, it may be necessary to estimate the
heat gain for each component as a fraction of the total lighting heat
gain by using judgment to estimate heat-to-space and heat-to-return
percentages.

Because of the directional nature of downlight luminaires, a large
portion of the short-wave radiation typically falls on the floor. When
converting heat gains to cooling loads in the RTS method, the solar
radiant time factors (RTFs) may be more appropriate than nonso-
lar RTFs. (Solar RTFs are calculated assuming most solar radiation

Table 2 Lighting Power Densities Using Space-by-Space Method

Common Space Types* LPD, W/ft2 Building-Specific Space Types* LPD, W/ft2 Building-Specific Space Types* LPD, W/ft2

Atrium Automotive Library
First 40 ft in height 0.03 per ft 

(height)
Service/repair 0.67 Card file and cataloging 0.72

Bank/office Reading area 0.93
Height above 40 ft 0.02 per ft 

(height)
Banking activity area 1.38 Stacks 1.71

Convention center Manufacturing
Audience/seating area—permanent Audience seating 0.82 Corridor/transition 0.41

For auditorium 0.79 Exhibit space 1.45 Detailed manufacturing 1.29
For performing arts theater 2.43 Courthouse/police station/penitentiary Equipment room 0.95
For motion picture theater 1.14 Courtroom 1.72 Extra high bay (>50 ft floor-to-

ceiling height)
1.05

Confinement cells 1.10
Classroom/lecture/training 1.24 Judges’ chambers 1.17 High bay (25 to 50 ft floor-to-

ceiling height)
1.23

Conference/meeting/multipurpose 1.23 Penitentiary audience seating 0.43
Corridor/transition 0.66 Penitentiary classroom 1.34  Low bay (<25 ft floor-to-ceiling 

height)
1.19

Penitentiary dining 1.07
Dining area 0.65 Dormitory Museum

For bar lounge/leisure dining 1.31 Living quarters 0.38 General exhibition 1.05
For family dining 0.89 Fire stations Restoration 1.02

Dressing/fitting room for 
performing arts theater

0.40 Engine room 0.56 Parking garage
Sleeping quarters 0.25 Garage area 0.19

Gymnasium/fitness center Post office
Electrical/mechanical 0.95 Fitness area 0.72 Sorting area 0.94
Food preparation 0.99 Gymnasium audience seating 0.43 Religious buildings

Playing area 1.20 Audience seating 1.53
Laboratory Hospital Fellowship hall 0.64

For classrooms 1.28 Corridor/transition 0.89 Worship pulpit, choir 1.53
For medical/industrial/research 1.81 Emergency 2.26 Retail

Exam/treatment 1.66 Dressing/fitting room 0.87
Lobby 0.90 Laundry/washing 0.60 Mall concourse 1.10

For elevator 0.64 Lounge/recreation 1.07 Sales area 1.68
For performing arts theater 2.00 Medical supply 1.27 Sports arena
For motion picture theater 0.52 Nursery 0.88 Audience seating 0.43

Nurses’ station 0.87 Court sports arena—class 4 0.72
Locker room 0.75 Operating room 1.89 Court sports arena—class 3 1.20
Lounge/recreation 0.73 Patient room 0.62 Court sports arena—class 2 1.92

Pharmacy 1.14 Court sports arena—class 1 3.01
Office Physical therapy 0.91 Ring sports arena 2.68

Enclosed 1.11 Radiology/imaging 1.32 Transportation
Open plan 0.98 Recovery 1.15 Air/train/bus—baggage area 0.76

Hotel/highway lodging Airport—concourse 0.36
Restrooms 0.98 Hotel dining 0.82 Waiting area 0.54
Sales area 1.68 Hotel guest rooms 1.11 Terminal—ticket counter 1.08
Stairway 0.69 Hotel lobby 1.06 Warehouse
Storage 0.63 Highway lodging dining 0.88 Fine material storage 0.95
Workshop 1.59 Highway lodging guest rooms 0.75 Medium/bulky material storage 0.58

Source: ASHRAE Standard 90.1-2010. *In cases where both a common space type and a building-specific type are listed, the building-specific space type applies.

Fig. 3 Lighting Heat Gain Parameters for Recessed 
Fluorescent Luminaire Without Lens

(Fisher and Chantrasrisalai 2006)

can be
used for a vented luminaire with side-slot returns, they are likely not
applicable for a vented luminaire with lamp compartment returns,
because in the latter case, all heat convected in the vented luminaire
is likely to go directly to the ceiling plenum, resulting in zero con-
vective fraction and a much lower space fraction. Therefore, the
design data should only be used for a configuration where condi-
tioned air is returned through the ceiling grille or luminaire side
slots.

0.72
0.93
1.71

1.29
0.95

0.41

1.05

1.23

1.19

1.02
1.05

0.19

0.94

1.53
0.64
1.53

0.87
1.10
1.68

0.43
0.72
1.20
1.92
3.01
2.68

0.76
0.36
0.54
1.08

0.95
0.58

0.67

1.38

0.82
1.45

1.7272
1.10
1.17
0.43
1.34
1.07

0.38

0.56
0.25

0.72
0.43
1.20

0.89
2.26
1.66
0.60
1.07

0.88
1.27

0.87
1.89
0.62
1.14
0.91
1.32
1.15

0.82

1.06
1.11

0.88
0.75

90.1-2010.

1.59
0.63
0.69
1.68
0.98

0.98
1.11

0.73
0.75

0.52
2.00
0.64
0.90

1.81
1.28

0.79
2.43
1.14

1.24
1.23
0.66

0.65
1.31
0.89
0.40

0.95
0.99

it may be necessary to estimate the
heat gain for each component as a fraction of the total lighting heat
gain by using judgment to estimate heat-to-space and heat-to-return
percentages.

 the solar
radiant time factors (RTFs) may be more appropriate than nonso-
lar RTFs. (Solar RTFs are calculated assuming most solar radiation
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18.8 2013 ASHRAE Handbook—Fundamentals

Table 5A Recommended Rates of Radiant and Convective Heat Gain from Unhooded Electric Appliances 
During Idle (Ready-to-Cook) Conditions

Appliance

Energy Rate, Btu/h Rate of Heat Gain, Btu/h Usage 
Factor

FU

Radiation 
Factor

FRRated Standby
Sensible 
Radiant

Sensible 
Convective Latent Total

Cabinet: hot serving (large), insulated* 6,800 1,200 400 800 0 1,200 0.18 0.33
hot serving (large), uninsulated 6,800 3,500 700 2,800 0 3,500 0.51 0.20
proofing (large)* 17,400 1,400 1,200 0 200 1,400 0.08 0.86
proofing (small 15-shelf) 14,300 3,900 0 900 3,000 3,900 0.27 0.00

Coffee brewing urn 13,000 1,200 200 300 700 1,200 0.09 0.17
Drawer warmers, 2-drawer (moist holding)* 4,100 500 0 0 200 200 0.12 0.00
Egg cooker 10,900 700 300 400 0 700 0.06 0.43
Espresso machine* 8,200 1,200 400 800 0 1,200 0.15 0.33
Food warmer: steam table (2-well-type) 5,100 3,500 300 600 2,600 3,500 0.69 0.09
Freezer (small) 2,700 1,100 500 600 0 1,100 0.41 0.45
Hot dog roller* 3,400 2,400 900 1,500 0 2,400 0.71 0.38
Hot plate: single burner, high speed 3,800 3,000 900 2,100 0 3,000 0.79 0.30
Hot-food case (dry holding)* 31,100 2,500 900 1,600 0 2,500 0.08 0.36
Hot-food case (moist holding)* 31,100 3,300 900 1,800 600 3,300 0.11 0.27
Microwave oven: commercial (heavy duty) 10,900 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00
Oven: countertop conveyorized bake/finishing* 20,500 12,600 2,200 10,400 0 12,600 0.61 0.17
Panini* 5,800 3,200 1,200 2,000 0 3,200 0.55 0.38
Popcorn popper* 2,000 200 100 100 0 200 0.10 0.50
Rapid-cook oven (quartz-halogen)* 41,000 0 0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00
Rapid-cook oven (microwave/convection)* 24,900 4,100 1,000 3,100 0 1,000 0.16 0.24
Reach-in refrigerator* 4,800 1,200 300 900 0 1,200 0.25 0.25
Refrigerated prep table* 2,000 900 600 300 0 900 0.45 0.67
Steamer (bun) 5,100 700 600 100 0 700 0.14 0.86
Toaster: 4-slice pop up (large): cooking 6,100 3,000 200 1,400 1,000 2,600 0.49 0.07

contact (vertical) 11,300 5,300 2,700 2,600 0 5,300 0.47 0.51
conveyor (large) 32,800 10,300 3,000 7,300 0 10,300 0.31 0.29
small conveyor 5,800 3,700 400 3,300 0 3,700 0.64 0.11

Waffle iron 3,100 1,200 800 400 0 1,200 0.39 0.67

*Items with an asterisk appear only in Swierczyna et al. (2009); all others appear in both Swierczyna et al. (2008) and (2009).

Table 5B Recommended Rates of Radiant Heat Gain from Hooded Electric Appliances During Idle (Ready-to-Cook) Conditions

Appliance

Energy Rate, Btu/h Rate of Heat Gain, Btu/h Usage
Factor FU

Radiation 
Factor FRRated Standby Sensible Radiant

Broiler: underfired 3 ft 36,900 30,900 10,800 0.84 0.35
Cheesemelter* 12,300 11,900 4,600 0.97 0.39
Fryer: kettle 99,000 1,800 500 0.02 0.28
Fryer: open deep-fat, 1-vat 47,800 2,800 1,000 0.06 0.36
Fryer: pressure 46,100 2,700 500 0.06 0.19
Griddle: double sided 3 ft (clamshell down)* 72,400 6,900 1,400 0.10 0.20
Griddle: double sided 3 ft (clamshell up)* 72,400 11,500 3,600 0.16 0.31
Griddle: flat 3 ft 58,400 11,500 4,500 0.20 0.39
Griddle-small 3 ft* 30,700 6,100 2,700 0.20 0.44
Induction cooktop* 71,700 0 0 0.00 0.00
Induction wok* 11,900 0 0 0.00 0.00
Oven: combi: combi-mode* 56,000 5,500 800 0.10 0.15
Oven: combi: convection mode 56,000 5,500 1,400 0.10 0.25
Oven: convection full-size 41,300 6,700 1,500 0.16 0.22
Oven: convection half-size* 18,800 3,700 500 0.20 0.14
Pasta cooker* 75,100 8,500 0 0.11 0.00
Range top: top off/oven on* 16,600 4,000 1,000 0.24 0.25
Range top: 3 elements on/oven off 51,200 15,400 6,300 0.30 0.41
Range top: 6 elements on/oven off 51,200 33,200 13,900 0.65 0.42
Range top: 6 elements on/oven on 67,800 36,400 14,500 0.54 0.40
Range: hot-top 54,000 51,300 11,800 0.95 0.23
Rotisserie* 37,900 13,800 4,500 0.36 0.33
Salamander* 23,900 23,300 7,000 0.97 0.30
Steam kettle: large (60 gal) simmer lid down* 110,600 2,600 100 0.02 0.04
Steam kettle: small (40 gal) simmer lid down* 73,700 1,800 300 0.02 0.17
Steamer: compartment: atmospheric* 33,400 15,300 200 0.46 0.01
Tilting skillet/braising pan 32,900 5,300 0 0.16 0.00

*Items with an asterisk appear only in Swierczyna et al. (2009); all others appear in both Swierczyna et al. (2008) and (2009).

400 800 0 1,200 0.18 0.33

1,200 0 200 1,400 0.08 0.86
700 2,800 0 3,500 0.51 0.20

0 900 3,000 3,900 0.27 0.00
200 300 700 1,200 0.09 0.17

0 0 200 200 0.12 0.00
300 400 0 700 0.06 0.43
400 800 0 1,200 0.15 0.33
300 600 2,600 3,500 0.69 0.09
500 600 0 1,100 0.41 0.45
900 1,500 0 2,400 0.71 0.38
900 2,100 0 3,000 0.79 0.30
900 1,600 0 2,500 0.08 0.36
900 1,800 600 3,300 0.11 0.27

0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00
2,200 10,400 0 12,600 0.61 0.17
1,200 2,000 0 3,200 0.55 0.38

100 100 0 200 0.10 0.50
0 0 0 0 0.00 0.00

1,000 3,100 0 1,000 0.16 0.24
300 900 0 1,200 0.25 0.25
600 300 0 900 0.45 0.67
600 100 0 700 0.14 0.86
200 1,400 1,000 2,600 0.49 0.07

2,700 2,600 0 5,300 0.47 0.51
3,000 7,300 0 10,300 0.31 0.29

400 3,300 0 3,700 0.64 0.11
800 400 0 1,200 0.39 0.67

10,800 0.84 0.35
4,600 0.97 0.39

1,000 0.06 0.36
500 0.02 0.28

1,400 0.10 0.20
3,600 0.16 0.31

500 0.06 0.19

4,500 0.20 0.39
2,700 0.20 0.44

0 0.00 0.00
0 0.00 0.00

800 0.10 0.15
1,400 0.10 0.25
1,500 0.16 0.22

500 0.20 0.14
0 0.11 0.00

1,000 0.24 0.25
6,300 0.30 0.41

13,900 0.65 0.42
14,500 0.54 0.40
11,800 0.95 0.23
4,500 0.36 0.33
7,000 0.97 0.30

100 0.02 0.04

200 0.46 0.01
300 0.02 0.17

0 0.16 0.00
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ASHRAE research project RP-1093 derived diversity profiles
for use in energy calculations (Abushakra et al. 2004; Claridge et al.
2004). Those profiles were derived from available measured data
sets for a variety of office buildings, and indicated a range of peak
weekday diversity factors for lighting ranging from 70 to 85% and
for receptacles (appliance load) between 42 and 89%.

Heat Gain per Unit Area. Wilkins and Hosni (2000, 2011) and
Wilkins and McGaffin (1994) summarized research on a heat gain
per unit area basis. Diversity testing showed that the actual heat
gain per unit area, or load factor, ranged from 0.44 to 1.08 W/ft2,
with an average (normalized based on area) of 0.81 W/ft2. Spaces
tested were fully occupied and highly automated, comprising 21
unique areas in five buildings, with a computer and monitor at every
workstation. Table 11 presents a range of load factors with a
subjective description of the type of space to which they would
apply. The medium load density is likely to be appropriate for most
standard office spaces. Medium/heavy or heavy load densities may
be encountered but can be considered extremely conservative

estimates even for densely populated and highly automated spaces.
Table 12 indicates applicable diversity factors.

Radiant/Convective Split. ASHRAE research project RP-1482
(Hosni and Beck 2008) is examining the radiant/convective split for
common office equipment; the most important differentiating
feature is whether the equipment had a cooling fan. Footnotes in
Tables 8 and 9 summarizes those results.

INFILTRATION AND MOISTURE 
MIGRATION HEAT GAINS

Two other load components contribute to space cooling load
directly without time delay from building mass: (1) infiltration, and
(2) moisture migration through the building envelope.

INFILTRATION

Principles of estimating infiltration in buildings, with emphasis
on the heating season, are discussed in Chapter 16. When econom-
ically feasible, somewhat more outdoor air may be introduced to a
building than the total of that exhausted, to create a slight overall
positive pressure in the building relative to the outdoors. Under
these conditions, air usually exfiltrates, rather than infiltrates,
through the building envelope and thus effectively eliminates infil-
tration sensible and latent heat gains. However, there is concern,
especially in some climates, that water may condense within the
building envelope; actively managing space air pressures to reduce
this condensation problem, as well as infiltration, may be needed.

When positive air pressure is assumed, most designers do not
include infiltration in cooling load calculations for commercial
buildings. However, including some infiltration for spaces such
entry areas or loading docks may be appropriate, especially when

Table 10 Recommended Heat Gain from 
Miscellaneous Office Equipment

Equipment
Maximum Input

Rating, W
Recommended Rate 

of Heat Gain, W

Mail-processing equipment
Folding machine 125 80
Inserting machine,

3600 to 6800 pieces/h
600 to 3300 390 to 2150

Labeling machine,
1500 to 30,000 pieces/h

600 to 6600 390 to 4300

Postage meter 230 150
Vending machines
Cigarette 72 72
Cold food/beverage 1150 to 1920 575 to 960
Hot beverage 1725 862
Snack 240 to 275 240 to 275
Other
Bar code printer 440 370
Cash registers 60 48
Check processing workstation,

12 pockets
4800 2470

Coffee maker, 10 cups 1500 1050 W sens., 
1540 Btu/h latent

Microfiche reader 85 85
Microfilm reader 520 520
Microfilm reader/printer 1150 1150
Microwave oven, 1 ft3 600 400
Paper shredder 250 to 3000 200 to 2420
Water cooler, 32 qt/h 700 350

Fig. 4 Office Equipment Load Factor Comparison
(Wilkins and McGaffin 1994)

Table 11 Recommended Load Factors for 
Various Types of Offices

Type of Use

Load 
Factor,
W/ft2 Description

100% Laptop, 
light

0.25 167 ft2/workstation, all laptop use, 1 printer per 
10, speakers, misc.

medium 0.33 125 ft2/workstation, all laptop use, 1 printer per 
10, speakers, misc.

50% Laptop, 
light

0.40 167 ft2/workstation, 50% laptop / 50% desk-
top, 1 printer per 10, speakers, misc.

medium 0.50 125 ft2/workstation, 50% laptop / 50% desk-
top, 1 printer per 10, speakers, misc.

100% Desktop, 
light

0.60 167 ft2/workstation, all desktop use, 1 printer 
per 10, speakers, misc.

medium 0.80 125 ft2/workstation, all desktop use, 1 printer 
per 10, speakers, misc.

100% Desktop, 
two monitors

1.00 125 ft2/workstation, all desktop use, 2 moni-
tors, 1 printer per 10, speakers, misc.

100% Desktop, 
heavy

1.50 85 ft2/workstation, all desktop use, 2 monitors, 
1 printer per 8, speakers, misc.

100% Desktop, 
full on

2.00 85 ft2/workstation, all desktop use, 2 monitors, 
1 printer per 8, speakers, misc., no diversity.

Source: Wilkins and Hosni (2011).

Table 12 Recommended Diversity Factors for 
Office Equipment

Device Recommended Diversity Factor

Desktop computer 75%
LCD monitor 60%
Notebook computer 75%

summarized research on a heat gain
per unit area basis. Diversity testing showed that the actual heat

ft2,gain per unit area, or load factor, ranged from 0.44 to 1.08 W/f
ft2. with an average (normalized based on area) of 0.81 W/f Spaces

tested were fully occupied and highly automated, comprising 21
unique areas in five buildings, with a computer and monitor at every
workstation.

RP-1093 derived diversity profiles
for use in energy calculations (

Those profiles were derived from available measured data
sets for a variety of office buildings, and indicated a range of peak
weekday diversity factors for lighting ranging from 70 to 85% and
for receptacles (appliance load) between 42 and 89%.

indicates applicable diversity factors.
estimates even for densely populated and highly automated spaces.

 The medium load density is likely to be appropriate for most
standard office spaces. Medium/heavy or heavy load densities may
be encountered but can be considered extremely conservative

t RP-1482
) is examining the radiant/convective split for

common office equipment; the most important differentiating
feature is whether the equipment had a cooling fan. Footnotes in
Tables 8 and 9 summarizes those results.

r 16.
 somewhat more outdoor air may be introduced to a

building than the total of that exhausted, to create a slight overall
positive pressure in the building relative to the outdoors. Under
these conditions, air usually exfiltrates, rather than infiltrates,
through the building envelope and thus effectively eliminates infil-
tration sensible and latent heat gains. 

water may condense within the
building envelope; actively managing space air pressures to reduce
this condensation problem, as well as infiltration, may be needed.

such
entry areas or loading docks may be appropriate, especially when

75%
60%
75%
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ASHRAE, Inc 
1791 Tullie Circle NE 

Atlanta, GA, 30329 

ASHRAE Research Investment 

 
Date: 
    
 
 
 
 
 
 
_______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

I would like to renew my investment in ASHRAE Research! 
 

 □ Please continue my investment of  $ _______ 

 

   □ Please increase my investment to $ _______ 

 

  □ Please decrease my investment to $ _______ 

 

 

 □ Check enclosed 

 

 □ Please charge my credit card:  

 

 Name on the card: ____________________________________________________ 

 

 ____ American Express ____ MasterCard ____Visa 

 

 Card #: _______________________________________________  Exp. Date _____ 

 

 

*Credit card contributions may be faxed to (678) 539-2112 
 

 
 

* Contributions over $1,000 may be earmarked toward specific projects.  Please contact the ASHRAE RP Manager at    
404/636-8400 ext. 1114 for more information. 
 

Send investment to: 

 
ASHRAE Research Promotion 
1791 Tullie Circle NE 
Atlanta, GA 30329 

Name: _______________________________________ 
 
Address: _____________________________________ 
 
City: ________________ State: _____ Zip: _________ 
 

ORDER NO: 
Hawaii Chapter 

Thank you for your support of  

ASHRAE Research! 
 

Date of Last Gift:  
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Historian’s Message  

Aloha members of the Hawai’i ASHRAE community. 

I am excited to be the chapter Historian for this society year.  The main reason is that means I am not the chapter presi-

dent anymore and don’t have to do all the duties that being a chapter president entails.  It was a rewarding year but I 

only want to do it once.  I am positive Mofazzal will do a great job as the new chapter president. 

The two main goals I have this year are to have a successful Christmas Party on December 7th (block out that date 

now) and to make bio’s of all the previous Hawaii Chapter presidents.  Hopefully this will allow the future genera-

tions to know some of the people that were instrumental in developing HVAC design and construction in Hawai’i.  I 

will be reaching out to the previous chapter presidents requesting information and a photo.  Feel free to pre-emptively 

send the information as well. 

Mahalo Nui Loa, 

Kevin Luoma, P.E. 

2018-2019 Hawai’i ASHRAE Chapter Historian 

Energy Awards  

Hi, My name is Tony Rasabout and I will be the Student Activities 

Commi2ee Chair for the upcoming 2018-2019 year.  I have been 

with the ASHRAE Hawaii Chapter since my senior year of college, 

2008, and throughout my entire career in the HVAC&R industry 

here in the islands.  I am a mechanical engineer at Coffman Engi-

neers, Inc., and professionally licensed in the State of Hawaii. 

My main goal for this year is to help establish or re-activate the Ha-

waii ASHRAE Student Branch.  We have a solid group of future 

professionals ready to step up, and I will be taking up where the 

prior Commi2ee Chair left off, so the ground work is already in.  

Another related goal is to send student members to the Winter Con-

ference in Atlanta, GA, and hopefully have a student team partici-

pate in the AHSRAE Student Design Competition as well. 

For now, I am currently mentoring some students taking the elec-

tive engineering applications course at UHM (school just started), 

and hopefully these fresh batch of students can be part of the foun-

dation upon which we can re-establish the student branch. 

To another successful year! 

Tony Rasabout 

 

Did you know...? 

• There are 190 ASHRAE Chapters across the 

world, divided into 15 regions. 

• The Hawaii ASHRAE Chapter is part of Region 

X.  

• Region X is comprised of the following Chap-

ters in four states: Sacramento Valley, Golden 

Gate, San Joaquin, Southern California, San 

Diego, Central Arizona, Tucson, Southern 

Nevada, San Jose, Orange Empire, Hawaii, 

Northern Nevada, Sierra Delta and Tri-County. 

My name is Muhammad Manochehr Khan and 

I work as a Building technologist at Honolulu 

office of Allana Buick & Bers. I work in the Me-

chanical division and perform ASHRAE Ener-

gy Audits I, II & III. I graduated from North-

eastern University with MS Energy Systems, 

and hold MS Project Management and BS Elec-

trical Engineering from Pakistan.  

Student Activities 

By Kevin Luoma, P.E. 

By Tony Rasabout, P.E. By Manochehr Khan 
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Left: Outgoing president 

Kevin Luoma passes the 

torch to incoming president 

Mofazzal Mir.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Below: Newly inducted in-

coming officers and com-

mi2ee chairs. 

Above: Region X 

DRC and Hawaii 

Chapter past-

president Marites 

Calad installs the 

new chapter officers 

for the 2018-2019 

year.  

 

 

Above: Joshua McDonough receives 

the award for BOG of the Year. Katie 

Thul (not pictured) won the Member 

of the Year award.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Right: Platinum Sponsor DMG Ha-

waii a2endees Brandon Spalla, Ma2 

Tio, and Kyle Webb present the 

grand prize giveaway 55” LG TV to  

lucky winner, Michelle Leslie-Pa. 

June 2018 Installation of Officers Banquet 

Mahalo to our sponsors and all who helped to make this a great event! 
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2018 Region X CRC - Fresno, CA 

 
Left: Joshua McDonough, 

Mofazzal Mir, Willie Diguc, 

Marites Calad and David Le-

bowiX represent Hawaii at the 

Awards Banquet.  

 

 

Below: Hawaii Chapter Past-

President (2016-2017) Dean 

Borges and his wife, Sandy, 

a2ended CRC. Dean is current-

ly serving as Region X Histori-

an. 

Above: Mofazzal Mir a2empts 

to win a prize for naming all the 

chapters in Region X at the 

awards dinner.  

 

 

 

Right: Student Member of the 

Year Karina Meza (left), Hawaii 

Chapter Treasurer David Le-

bowiX (middle), and Best YEA 

Chapter Chair Cherie Nixon 

(right) at the social mixer event. 

Left: Joshua McDonough ac-

cepts the CTTC Award on be-

half of Kevin Luoma for the 

University of Hawaii Cancer 

Research Center.  

 

 

 

 

Below: Willie Diguc connects 

with Southern Nevada Chapter 

members at the social mixer 

event. 

Above: YEA RVC Alyse Falcon-

er, Research Promotion RVC 

Heather Schopplein, and DRC 

Marites Calad present the RP 

Award, accepted by Joshua 

McDonough on behalf of Kevin 

Luoma. 

 

 

Right: Mofazzal Mir accepts the 

K-12/STEM Leadership award 

on behalf of Jack Mullen. 
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AAUW Honolulu Career and Leadership Development Grant 

Are you a working woman seeking to enhance and improve 

your career? Are you a graduate student or early career aca-

demic looking to share your research with colleagues at con-

ferences? 

If the high cost of conferences, meetings, seminars, and certi-

fications are holding you back from advancing in your indus-

try, apply for an AAUW Honolulu Career and Leadership 

Development Grant! Two grants of up to $4,000 each applica-

tion cycle are available. 

Grant funds can be used for: 

• Airfare 

• Hotel/accommodation costs 

• Per diem 

• Membership and/or conference registration fees (if required for conference a2endance) 

• Other transportation costs (e.g. airport shu2les) 

• Costs associated with pursuing career-related designations (e.g. prep courses, exams) 

 

Applications will be evaluated on the strength of your submissions and the 

relevance of the proposed activity to your career, industry, or study plans 

and can be submi2ed up to nine months before the proposed activity. Quali-

fied applicants are women who are employed, current graduate students or 

recent graduates residing in Hawaii. 

 

Application deadlines: 

September 15th and March 15th of each year 

Complete information regarding the grant and application can be found online here: h2ps://honolulu-

hi.aauw.net/2018/05/14/career-and-leadership-development-grant/  
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Message from the Newsletter Editor 

Aloha fellow ASHRAE Hawaii Chapter members, 

I hope everyone has had an enjoyable summer and that we were all able to beat the heat and stay cool. Judging by the 

high volume of automated out-of-office email responses I’ve received over the past few months, I trust many of you 

were able to relax and recharge on your vacations this summer. To all of you who did—welcome back! To all those 

who didn’t, hopefully you were able to enjoy some fun in the sun here in beautiful Hawaii nei.  

During the short break, your Chapter commi2ee chairs, BOG and officers have been working hard to ensure we have a 

great 2018-2019 society year. We all look forward to seeing everyone at our first chapter meeting of the year on Sep-

tember 13 at the Plaza Club.  

In order to keep our newsle2er relevant and informative, please send any ASHRAE related info to ad-

min@ashraehawaiichapter.info to be included in our monthly newsle2er.  

Mahalo, 

Samantha Nakamura, P.E. 

2018-2019 Hawaii ASHRAE Chapter Vice President 

By Samantha Nakamura, P.E. 

ASHRAE Hawaii Chapter 

P.O. Box 3916 
Honolulu, HI 96812-3916 

Chapter Website: 
www.ashraehawaiichapter.info 

ASHRAE Main Website:  
www.ashrae.org 

E-mail:  
admin@ashraehawaiichapter.info 



July 2018 ASHRAE BOG Meeting Minutes
July 18, 2018

Attendees:

Mofazzal Mir, Paul Scott, Scott LaBeau, Donna Kishi, Samantha Nakamura, Joshua McDonough, Charles
Chaloeicheep, Kalani Castro, Bill Lee, Dan Mestas, Manochehr Khan, RJ Ritter, Jeanessa Slaughter, Jack
Mullen, Kevin Luoma, Tony Rasabout, David Lebowitz, Diamond Pedro, and Matthew Tio.

Minutes:

Meeting called to order at 4:12 PM

1. Introductions
2. Budget and Scholarship

a. Discussed scholarship, requirement, goals, and donations
i. $30,000.00 minimum to start a scholarship that will provide a recurring

$1,500.00 scholarship to be awarded to a person of the Hawaii Chapters
Scholarship committee’s choosing

ii. Discussed to donate anything above $15,000.00 in the Hawaii Chapter bank
account towards the scholarship

iii. Goal set for RP to bring in enough money to fund the rest of the new
scholarship

b. Motion made by Scott LaBeau and seconded by Jack Mullen to dissolved the CD and put
the monies towards the scholarship.

i. Unanimous decision in favor of dissolving the CD and putting the monies
towards the scholarship.

c. Discussed foundations
i. Would like to consolidate them if possible
ii. Would like the dividends to go towards the scholarship fund if possible

iii. Discussion tabled until Joshua McDonough can find out more information
3. Monthly Meetings – Diamond Pedro

a. Diamond and Kelsey will have a meeting with Mofazzal to go over programs and how
they would like to set them up for the year.

b. Program ideas
i. Lessons learned, would like the gentleman from Anaha to be a technical speeker

c. Society sad we are too commercialized on our Do’s and Don’ts presentations
i. Mofazzal will follow up with Marites on the procedure

4. Research Promotion – Joshua McDonough
a. Golf

i. May 3rd

ii. Deposit of $500.00
b. Donor recognition

i. PAOE points for recognizing the $500+ donators



ii. Scheduled for October meeting
c. Full Circle

i. Due by November 15
ii. $100.00 from each officer

iii. Motion made and passed for the members of the BOG to also donate $100.00
each.

5. Membership Promotion – Bill Lee
a. 23 new members last year but there was an overall negative 5 members at the end of

the year
6. Government Affairs – RJ Ritter

a. Nothing as of yet
7. Student Activities – Tony Rasabout

a. Try to start up the student branch again at both UH and HCC
8. Refrigeration – Jeanessa Slaughter

a. Will plan events but would like suggestions
i. Maybe Ice Palace

9. Electronic Transfer – Kalani Castro
a. Need help with social media
b. Would like to update the website

10. Energy Award – Monochehr Khan
a. Nothing yet but working on it
b. Acknowledgement should be given for everyone who submits

11. Technical Seminar – Josh Jackson
a. Vendors who donate should get a little more from the donation

i. Implement products into the show
b. Planned for mid-march

12. Historian – Kevin Luoma
a. New ASHRAE Banner

i. Cost is $150.00
ii. No example was available so hasn’t been purchased

b. Historian display
i. Called Dean Borges but can’t find it

13. New ASHRAE Committee – Women in ASHRAE
14. Events – Donna Kishi

a. Christmas Party
i. Called Honolulu Country Club for second Thursday of January but was not

available, openings were December 11th or 20th

ii. Dan Mestas said BOH has a banquet hall that can fit 120 people that we could
use

1. Kevin will take a look with Dan
iii. Another option is to hold the Christmas party on a Friday instead of Thursday

15. Audit Committee Needed
a. Motion made by Mofazzal to nominate Scott LaBeau, Paul Scott, ,and Bill Lee
b. Seconded by Donna Kishi



c. Unanimous decision in favor of the motion
16. CRC 2019 – Fresno

a. Attendees – Mofazzal, Willi, Jack, Joshua, Kevin, and David
b. Accommodations

i. 7 rooms blocked out
ii. $139.00 a night, with taxes total is $2,228.17 for 2 nights (7 rooms)

iii. Adjustments to be made when counts are finalized
17. MBO for all BOG, Committee chairs, officers by next meeting and turned into Mofazzal
18. If it is the 50th ASHRAE Hawaii Year we will do a family celebration

a. It is believed it is only the 49th year
19. Sustainability Committee – Charles Chaloeicheep

a. Beach Clean Up and Volunteer events
i. US Green Building Council
ii. Sustainable Coastlines was a great event and should be done again

b. Would like to put out some sustainability blurbs during technical seminar

Meeting adjourned at 5:40 PM


